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Part Two 

  

NEW JERSEY, Aug. 27, 2012 — On a Sunday in late August, football is in the air. NFL Network is featuring the 1968 Jets 

episode of “America’s Game.” The 2012 Jets face the Panthers at the Meadowlands in a preseason tilt. 

  

And in northern Virginia, the 1965 Jets —and the rest of the AFL — are hitting the gridiron again in Broadway Joe’s rookie 

year, courtesy of Greg Barath and Mark Zarb. 

  

Hours after completing his modified 1998 season replay (with the Jets losing to the Niners 37-20 in Super Bowl 

XXXIII), Barath immediately dived into yet another exploration of a bygone era in NFL history. 

  

“I want to get this (1998) replay over because I want to play with that 1965 AFL set that Mark created!” Barath enthused in 

July. 

  

Before launching his blog in February, Barath built a devoted following on the Outside the Lines forum; APBA fanatics 

remain glued to his detailed game accounts. 

  

“I learn something on every replay that I do,” he says. “That’s why I try to capture most of it in that Powerpoint (detailing 

his solitaire replay method). But the thing that I learned from this current replay that I’m doing is … you can’t approach a 

replay like it’s a static thing.” 

  

For instance, he revises his receiver allocation as the season progresses. “I’ve done that through this one (1998), and it 

really pays dividends. I think where people make a mistake is they say, ‘OK, everything’s locked in, it’s static and I’m going 

to play this out for 16 games — if they even last that long.’ I’ve realized that you can’t do that; it’s a living, breathing thing, 

and you’ve got to adjust — you have to be flexible with it.” 

  

Sounds like a lot of work. 

  

“It keeps me sane,” he says, particularly after a demanding day at the office. When the day’s done, “If I’ve got two hours, 

I’ll roll out a game.” Jeff Hart’s scoresheet speeds his statistical summaries, he notes. “Figure by the time I do the math and 
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then do the data entry, you’re talking 15-20 minutes there. And then to do a write-up, that usually takes me about 20 

minutes.”   

  

The Test of Time 

  

Multiply that roughly three hours per contest by the number of games even a partial football season requires to replay, and 

you’re getting into the territory of the amount of time it took to create the cards in the first place. 

  

Invariably, it seems, APBA inspires players to imagine concocting their own cards after learning the ropes of a particular 

game. For veteran players, it’s a given that they’ll begin tweaking the formula if a particular player or season isn’t offered — 

or wasn’t fashioned to their liking. For instance, APBA Hall of Famer Pete Simonelli has noted that he often adjusts APBA’s 

original baseball cards or crafts his own. Art Carter, a fan of the single-wing era of football, constructed a complete set of 

cards for the 1934 season. (As always, APBA sells blank player cards for those who want to take the plunge.) 

  

Spirited debates regarding whether cards were made “correctly” are famous in the APBA community, and a large part of the 

game’s appeal. Was player such-and-such overcarded or undercarded? Shouldn’t that three-point OLB really be a four? 

What’s that OC-K doing on there — he didn’t return any kicks that season! 

  

To launch oneself willing into such a maelstrom takes a special dedication — something to which Zarb can attest. Zarb, who 

doesn’t make cards any more for public sale, briefly worked with APBA to create their 2007 and 2008 football seasons, as 

well as some hockey seasons. 

  

“I do a lot of research, particularly for the older sets,” he explains. “I go to newspaper accounts of every game, try to 

account for sacks when  the stat didn’t exist. I determine who the kickers were, who the holders were. I go to YouTube and 

watch clips to see who the holder was or who the kickoff specialist was.” 

  

For instance, in tackling a 1963 set, he noticed that the now-rare originals tagged Jerry Kramer as the kickoff specialist; by 

digging up articles, magazines and books featuring vintage football photos, Zarb determined it was defensive back Willie 

Wood who did the honors. 

  

Also for his ’63 set, “ I wanted to find out who the holder was for the Giants; it wasn’t Y.A. Tittle, it was their backup 

quarterback — which would be the logical default choice. But there are a lot of times when, say, the St. Louis Cardinals had 

(Larry) Wilson, their defensive back, as the holder. I would make sure he would get a quarterback rating on his card and 

maybe even do two cards if he was involved in a fake field goal and ran one in or threw a pass. So all those little details are 

what I go through to start: make a lot of notes, research who the All Stars were, who the Pro Bowl players were, just to get 
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an idea of who the guys I’m going to give the benefit of the doubt to if it falls between a four and a five or a three and a 

four in terms of the rating.” 

  

While doing that, Zarb is also compiling team stats and determining how many points each team’s offensive and defensive 

squads should earn (“That’s where you’re the best,” Barath interjects in our conversation). 

  

From there, the task becomes “fitting the players to those total points. That takes a couple of weeks. Then you start going 

team by team and carding. You determine how many times a team is going to be in A, B or C for passing or rushing, and 

then you start creating the cards. It sounds short but that whole process has been months worth of work and I haven’t 

even started creating a card yet.” 

  

Zarb has a big advantage company founder Dick Seitz didn’t have. 

  

“It’s a little bit easier with the newer sets because the information’s readily online. Take kickoffs, for instance: Now you 

have all the touchbacks and things like that. I calculate the amount of touchbacks a team has for the older sets by looking 

at how many games are played. You assume there are a couple of kickoffs a game, at least one kickoff a game either at the 

beginning or at halftime. Then there’s how many points they score, how many touchdowns, how many field goals, vs. how 

many kicks were returned. You can come up with the amount of touchbacks a team had and come up with a pretty accurate 

kickoff card. Who cares about kickoffs? I do. 

  

“And then with the quarterback cards, I’ve gone back and forth a little bit in how they’ve been calculated. The game 

company started moving away from having that automatic two on 66, probably in the early ‘90s, and it was better for a 

while. But then I came to realize that you had to sort of make adjustments for yardage. I don’t think the game company did 

a good enough job of adjusting for yards per attempt on the quarterback cards — and honestly, I don’t think there were 

times when I’ve done a very good job with it. Some of Greg’s play testing has shown me where sometimes you need to give 

a guy a two even though it doesn’t look like he deserves it just to downgrade the rest of the card. A two on 66 changes a 

lot of those other power numbers, and you have to pay attention to things like that. It’s a detailed process for the 

quarterbacks.” 

  

Anticipation For the 2011 Set 

  

As we await the official APBA 2011 football season set (the draft roster was posted earlier this month and has already 

stirred a bee’s nest of speculation), the question on the minds of some APBA vets might be: WWZD? For instance, how 

would Zarb balance the offensively powerful but defensively lacking 15-1 Packers, who got bounced by 9-7 Big Blue as the 

Giants stormed to their second Super Bowl title in five seasons? 
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“They’d be a 9 and 7 team if I made the set,” he asserts. “I would not give them the benefit of the doubt for being a Super 

Bowl winner. End of the day — and people will argue this until the end of time — I never agreed with using playoff stats, 

except for the ’82 season, which was strike-shortened, in the carding. A team gets lucky, a couple of bounces go their way 

and it works out. I think the Giants will be decent. 

  

He quickly refers to Pro Football Reference’s Pythagorean assessment of the 2011 Giants, which attempts to determine a 

team’s expected record. (Read PFR’s explanation of its calculation here). 

  

The Giants allowed 400 points and scored 394. “You’re going to have to cheat a little bit (in creating their cards). I don’t 

think Green Bay will go 15 and 1, either. They’re defense is just not good enough. Regular season will be the difference. I 

don’t make any adjustments for playoff teams; the points for, points against really come out based on the strength of 

schedule and how they rank on total yards, total points scored, total points allowed … all those things, I’ll let the numbers 

fall as they may. And they tend to come out pretty good.” 

  

In all, the Giants “will probably have a decent offense,” Zarb guesses. “I think their overall defense would be in the low 30s 

if I carded it — I think APBA’s probably going to add five points or so to get them a little better. But people judge the replay 

by who wins it; that’s not how I do it — anybody could win it. I think most replays will have the Patriots winning. I do make 

adjustments where I add in for points scored relative to defenses and how many points allowed … so they might add a little 

bit for that, but I wouldn’t make any major adjustments if I were carding this set.” 

  

One of the difference makers for the Giants? “Eli Manning’s going to have a great card.” 

  

Jets fans Zarb and Barath recall when another (former) New York quarterback’s card swayed a replay considerably. 

  

“When I did that ’08 (Chad) Pennington card, it blew me out of the water; you didn’t realize how good a year he had until 

you made the card,” Zarb recalls. Barath confirms the value the former Gang Green field general’s APBA card conferred 

upon the Dolphins: “During my 2008 replay, the Dolphins ended up winning the whole damn thing!” (In real life, Miami 

finished 11-5 that season only to fall to the Ravens in the first round of the playoffs; Pennington completed 67.4 percent of 

his passes, including 19 TDs and seven INTs.) 

  

Of course, many factors can affect one’s perception of any given APBA set. 

  

“I didn’t get the ’07 set besides that replay I did for (Zarb), because the Jets had such a horrible year that I didn’t buy that 

set,” Barath admits. 

  

When talk turns to the Jets, Barath and Zarb offered slightly disparate assessments. 
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“We (in the Northeast) talk more about the Jets than the Giants, and the Giants won the Super Bowl,” Zarb enthuses. “I 

kind of like that. And the Giant fans hate it — and I love that! And Rex Ryan is part of that reason. He’s a good defensive 

coach. He’s had a lot to learn. I think he allowed the players to try to be men; sometimes you have to have a little of that 

Tom Coughlin in you and kick them in the butt, and I think (Ryan) has learned a little bit of that.” Regarding Ryan’s style, 

Barath notes that “you’ve got to take the good with the bad. I think he’s tempered it a lot this year vocally, which is a good 

thing. But at the end of the day, I’ll take a Top 5 defense anytime.” 

  

As for the men behind center, “I’ll leave the Tebow thing alone,” Barath quickly says. “I was kind of shocked when that 

happened. I guess I’ve got to watch and see how this thing plays out.” Zarb is more enthusiastic: “I’m pretty bullish on the 

Sanchez/Tebow thing. I think people are so down on it, it can only be a positive, and I think you’re going to see Tebow 

doing a lot of things that backup quarterbacks don’t do. And you have to admit: Tim Tebow is a significant upgrade from 

Mark Brunell as a backup.” 

  

Time will tell (the Panthers derailed the Jets 17-12 last night; New York has yet to score a touchdown in an 0-3 preseason 

start). While the NFL edges toward its 2012 opener, the APBA world awaits the 2011 football set, with leagues beginning 

their drafts and the company set to fulfill its preorders. Let the games begin! 

 


